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1. Problem
Usually, a VM accesses paravirtual I/O devices, such as disks or network devices, by communicating with
virtio backend. The communication can be done by either using IPIs or sharing memory. However, the IPI
approach needs the host scheduler to wake up user-level threads, resulting in costly scheduler overheads
and context switch overheads between the host kernel and the host userspace. Also, the backend drivers
read from the sharing memory using polling mode, which, however, always wastes CPU cores when virtual
I/O workloads become light.

To achieve a faster notification mechanism for waking up user-level threads without polling CPU cores, we
desire to implement the user-level interrupts defined in N extension of the privilege specification. To do
this, we propose the hardware-assisted context switch mechanism to accelerate handling interrupts in the
U-mode of Unix-like operating systems. The performance of paravirtual I/O devices can be improved, and
wasted polling CPU cores are freed up to perform other tasks as well.

2. Pirority of Privilege Levels
To take full advantage of the user-level interrupts in virtualization scenarios, the priority of privilege levels
should be clearly defined.

The current RISC-V privilege architecture defines five modes, including M-mode, HS-mode, U-mode,
VS-mode, and VU-mode. The M-mode has the highest privilege, while privileges of U-mode and VU-mode
are lower than HS-mode and VS-mode, respectively.

Section 6.1.4 in RISC-V Privilege Spec says that:

Setting a bit in sedeleg or sideleg delegates the corresponding trap in U-mode to the U-mode trap handler.

When a VM is running on a CPU core and a user-level interrupt arrives, the CPU core needs to decide
whether to perform a mode switch to the U-mode. However, due to the lack of clear definition of priority
among U-mode and VS-mode/VU-mode, the handling of the interrupt is possibly postponed. If priority of
the U-mode is lower than VS-mode/VU-mode, the mode switch will be delayed. Otherwise, the mode
switch can happen immediately.

To handle user-level interrupts in a faster way, running VMs should be able to be interrupted by interrupts
in U-mode. Hence, we define the priority among U-mode and VS-mode/VU-mode as follows:

M-mode > HS-mode > U-mode > VS-mode > VU-mode.

3. Hardware-assisted Context Switch

3.1 Supervisor CSRs
To support switching the context of user-level interrupt handler, bypassing kernel, we add two supervisor
CSRs, i.e., suatp and suscratch. These two are set by an extended interrupt controller using registered
information of user-level interrupt handlers when a user-level interrupt arrives.
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3.1.1 Supervisor User Address Translation and Protection Register (suatp)
The suatp register is an SXLEN-bit read/write register which is identical to the satp register. The suatp of a
user-level interrupt handler holds the same physical page number (PPN), address space identifier (ASID),
and MODE filed in the satp register of itself.

When a trap caused by the user-level interrupt occurs, the value in suatp register is swapped with the
value in satp. After handling the trap, values in suatp and satp are switched back.

3.1.2 Supervisor User Scratch Register (suscratch)
The suscratch register is an SXLEN-bit read/write register which is identical to the sscratch register. The
suscratch of a user-level interrupt handler is used to hold the pointer to the hart-local supervisor context of
the user-level interrupt handler.

When a trap caused by the user-level interrupt occurs, the value in suscratch register is swapped with the
value in sscratch. After handling the trap, values in suscratch and sscratch are switched back.

3.2 User-Level CSRs
Some user-level CSRs defined in N extension are used and extended based on the proposal for
Delegating Exceptions from VS-mode/VU-mode to U-mode.

3.2.1 User Status Register (ustatus)
The definition and operation of ustatus are identical to the one extended in the proposal mentioned above.

3.2.2 URET
The URET instruction changes the privilege mode to a mode that has identical or lower privilege than
U-mode, i.e., U-mode, VU-mode, and VS-mode. Its behavior depends on the virtualization mode and
privilege level when traps occurred.

When executing a URET instruction, besides switching virtualization mode and privilege level in ustatus
register described in the proposal mentioned above, values in sscratch and satp registers are swapped
with values in suscratch and suatp, respectively.

3.3 Interrupt Controller
The interrupt controller should provide a mechanism to send user-level interrupts to other harts, which will
ultimately cause the corresponding bit to be set in the recipient hart's uip register.

The controller should provide a means to set values of suatp and suscratch of the remote hart. When a
user-level interrupt send request is delivered to the interrupt controller, the interrupt controller forwards the
interrupt to the remote hart.

When the interrupt is received by the remote hart, it swaps values in the satp and sscratch and values in
the suatp and suscratch, respectively. This actually switches the virtual memory space and data structure
of the interrupted user thread (including the vCPU thread) and user-level interrupt handlers.

3.4 Software
When initializing a user-level interrupt handler for a specific interrupt number, the CSRs required by the
handler, including uscratch, utvec, suatp, and suscratch, should be registered to the interrupt controller,
and these CSRs are used by hardware-assisted context switch mechanism. The registration of CSRs can
be implemented using system calls.

To completely switch contexts from the interrupted thread to the user-level interrupt handler, registers of
the interrupted thread are saved by the user-level handler. When finishing the handling of user-level
interrupts, the saved contexts are restored before the URET instruction executes.



4. Evaluations
We implemented our proposal on the QEMU simulator and KVM virtualization architecture. To evaluate
the impact of this proposal on the performance of virtual I/O devices, we use the Fio benchmark to
evaluate our proposal. Compared to the original one, our proposal elminates software stack overheads
caused by kernel, and improves 4K read and write disk access performance by 2.62% to 7.56%. However,
the current prototype still relies on the host kernel to perform actual I/O, which causes more context switch
overheads between host userspace and kernel. We believe that our proposal can further enhance the
performance of virtual I/O devices with the support of kernel-bypassing user-level I/O drivers, such as
DPDK and SPDK.

5. Conclusion
We add 2 HS-mode CSRs and extend 2 U-mode CSRs. We address two problems when accessing virtual
I/O devices using user-level interrupts:

1. The unclear priority among U-mode and VS-mode/VU-mode.

2. The costly software stack overheads caused by waking up a user-level threads to handle I/O
requests in VMs.

It is possible to further consider improving the delivery of interrupts generated by VMs when accessing
paravirtual I/O devices. We have also designed a proposal to improve interrupt delivery for VMs by
eliminating costs of VM exiting. This can be combined with the proposal in this proposal to further improve
the performance of virtual I/O devices. To evaluate the system integrated with exit-less interrupt delivery
mechanism and hardware-assisted context switch mechanism, we implemented a prototype, and
evaluation results show that the integrated system gains significant improvements over the above results.
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